
THE EARLY LIFE AND POLITICAL CAREER OF GROVER CLEVELAND

Age sixteen at the time of his father's death, Cleveland had to forego his dreams of In the years before he entered
politics, Cleveland was acknowledged as a.

When moving out of the White House, it is said that Frances Cleveland told the White House staff she would
be returning in four years. Second Term in the White House: Unlike the campaign of , the presidential
campaign of was quiet and restrained. Lynch, Denis Tilden. After about a half an hour had passed in
promenade, the doors of the Cross Hall were opened and the bride and groom led the guests to the State
Dining Room for a seated, candlelit dinner. Dawes wrote the Dawes Act , which Cleveland signed into law.
Grover worked hard and studied law. Bayard , negotiated with Joseph Chamberlain of the United Kingdom
over fishing rights in the waters off Canada, and struck a conciliatory note, despite the opposition of New
England 's Republican Senators. It was the first federal regulatory agency. He also became unpopular with
organized labor when he used federal troops to crush the Pullman railroad strike in  It was the worst
depression in the history of the United States up to that point. Her long silk veil was held in place with orange
blossoms and seed pearls; attached to the bodice was a foot silk train. Cleveland viewed Native Americans as
wards of the state , saying in his first inaugural address that "[t]his guardianship involves, on our part, efforts
for the improvement of their condition and enforcement of their rights. Folsom to correspond with her
daughter. Sources The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. The Democratic Party's strategy was to create an
image of the influential James Blaine as a disreputable seller of political favors while stressing Cleveland's
appeal as an honest reformer. Although Blaine was present when the fateful words were spoken, he did
nothing to dissociate himself from the remark. A graduate of Wells College at Aurora, New York, Frances was
bright, had an animated wit, unaffected nature, and natural beauty that left the president smitten. Foreign
policy, â€” Cleveland was a committed non-interventionist who had campaigned in opposition to expansion
and imperialism. He was accused of consorting with prostitutes and it was revealed that in a young widow had
named her son Oscar Folsom Cleveland, after both Cleveland and Oscar Folsom, his law partner. Seale,
William. James Weaver ran as a third-party candidate. He was unsure of the child's paternity but accepted
responsibility. According to this act, silver was purchased by the government and was redeemable in notes for
either silver or gold. Cleveland opposed the high tariff, calling it unnecessary taxation imposed upon
American consumers, while Republican candidate Benjamin Harrison defended protectionism. Although
completion of the four steel-hulled warships begun under the previous administration was delayed due to a
corruption investigation and subsequent bankruptcy of their building yard, these ships were completed in a
timely manner in naval shipyards once the investigation was over. This marriage was unusual because
Cleveland was the executor of Oscar Folsom's estate and had supervised Frances's upbringing after her father's
death; nevertheless, the public took no exception to the match.


